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GLOBAL SOLVABILITY OF AN ABSTRACT

COMPLEX
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Abstract. In a recent paper F. Trêves studied a model of complexes of

pseudodifferential operators in an open set of R", establishing necessary and

sufficient conditions for its semiglobal solvability. In the present paper, the

authors give necessary and sufficient conditions for the global solvability of

an analogous complex defined on an orientable, compact smooth manifold

without boundary.

1. Introduction and statement of the theorem. Let B be a ^-dimensional

(v > 1), compact, connected, orientable C°° manifold without boundary. We

will denote by A a linear selfadjoint operator, densely defined in a complex

Hilbert space H, which is unbounded, positive and has a bounded invsise^-1.

(We may think of A as being, for instance, (1 - Ax)s on R", or a selfadjoint

extension of \DX\.) We will use the scale of "Sobolev spaces" Hs (for s E R),

defined by A : if s > 0, Hs is the space of elements u of H such that Asu E H,

equipped with the norm \\u\\s = M^mIIo. where || ||q denotes the norm in

H = H°; if s < 0, Hs is the completion of H for the norm \\u\\s = WA'uWq.

The inner product in Hs will be denoted by ( , )s. Whenever s E R, m E R,

Am is an isomorphism (for the Hilbert space structures) of Hs onto Hs~m.

By H°° we denote the intersection of the spaces Hs, equipped with the

projective limit topology, and by H~°° their union, with the inductive limit

topology. Since for each s E R, Hs and H~s can be regarded as the dual of

each other, so can i/00 and H~°° : with their topologies, they are the strong

dual of each other.

We denote by C°°(fi; H°°) the space of C°° functions in fi valued in H00.

It is the intersection of the spaces C7(ß;// ) (of the ^/'-continuously differen-

tiable functions defined in fi and valued in H^ as the nonnegative integers y,

k, tend to +00. We equip C°°(fi; Hx) with its natural C°° topology. We will

denote by <5¡)'(Í2; H~x) the dual of C°°(fi; Hx), and refer to it as the space of

distributions in fi valued in H-™. Actually, we shall need forms and currents

with values in some topological vector space E (here E will always be either

H™ or #~°°). If 0 < p < v, we denote by AP6d'(il; E) the space of ¿-valued

/^-currents in £2 (if p = 0 they are simply distributions in ñ valued in E). In
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terms of local charts (0 ; tx, . . . , tr) of ß, 0 c ß an open set, such a current is

a linear combination

(U) ""A"'*"
where J is an ordered multi-index (jx,... ,jp) of integers such that 1 < jx

< • • • < jp < v, \J\ its length, here equal to p, and dtj = dtj A • • • A dt¡ .

The coefficients m7 in (1.1) are F-valued distributions in 0, i.e., continuous

linear mappings C"(0) -» F. Analogously one defines the space A^C00^; E)

of F-valued C00 /»-forms in ß.

Of course, formula (1.1) can be made global by introducing a partition of

unity subordinated to a finite covering of ß by local charts (in fact, from now

on, we shall always assume that such formulas are globally defined in ß).

There is a natural coupling between an F-valued /»-current in ß, such as u in

(1.1) and a complex-valued C00 (v - p)-iorm (in ß)/ = 2m-p-pfidti-

(1.2) <*/>- J i-iUAM
v   ' \j\=p

where /* is the (unique) multi-index of length v — p such that J n J* = 0

and (-1)" is the parity of the permutation J U /*. If both m and/are C00

forms, we have

(1.3) <«,/> = fQ u A /.

If m G A^TÏÏ; F") is given by (1.1), t/ = 2|/'|=„_p vrdtr is an element of

í^~pC'x(íi; E'), and ^8 is the duality pairing between E and E', we define

«  A/8t/=        2        ß{Uj,Vj.)dtjf\dtr.
\lA) \J\=p,

\J'\ = v-p

The resulting current u /\ß v is an element of A"6))'^)' and we may use (1.2)

to couple it with the zero-form 1, which is the function identically one in ß:

(1.5) «u,v)) = (u Aßv,l).

Let d stand for the exterior derivative in ß (later to be denoted by dt, as new

"variables" enter in the picture). We recall some facts about the de Rham

homology and cohomology with complex coefficients (all forms and currents

will have complex values) which will be needed later. Let u C ß be an open

set, let § denote any one of the symbols <$', &', C00, Cc°° and consider the

standard complex:

0^S(W) 4a'S(u)->->A?S(u>) 4a«+i§(w)

-»-* A"S(<o) -4* 0

where d (q > 0) is the exterior derivative. By definition, the ^rth de Rham
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cohomology space in u, which we denote by hq(u), is the quotient space

Y^erdJ\mdq_x, where we take § = C°°.

Next we take § = C" and we define the pth de Rham homology group in u

as h (<u) = Ker¿/„_/,/Imí/l,_/7_1. De Rham's theorem states that £)?(w) (resp.

bp(u>)) would have been the same had we taken § to be 6D' (resp. &': compactly

supported currents). For more details on this the reader is referred to [1].

Our basic datum is a C00 one-form in ß, depending on the parameter

A E a(A) (the spectrum of A):

(1.6) b(t,X) = i bj(t,X)dtj.
7 = 1

We shall assume that the "convolution operators" bXt,A),j = 1, ..., v,

belong to the ring 3,A(Q) defined as follows: the elements of 2.^(8) are the

series in the nonnegative powers of A~x, with complex coefficients in C°°(8),

which converge in t(H, H ) (the Banach space of bounded linear operators on

H), as well as each one of their f-derivatives, uniformly with respect to t on ß.

We shall then form the "differential operator" in ß

(1.7) D = d, + b(t,A)A A .

For each/? = 0, ..., v — 1, it defines a linear operator

(1.8) D*: ApW(ti;E) -* Ap+lq)'(Ü;E).

We set D" = 0.

Our first requirement is that (1.8) form a complex, i.e. ImD'' c KerD/>+1,

which means that the standard "Frobenius integrability conditions" are

satisfied, and this is well known to be equivalent with the requirement that the

1-form b(t, X) be closed for a.e. X E o(A).

We shall assume more:

(1.9) for a.e. X E o(A), the one-form b(t,X) is exact (in ß),

where a.e. is to be understood in the sense of the spectral measure of A.

We then introduce a primitive of b:

(1.10) B(t,X) =*f'b(s,X).

Our purpose is to study the equation

(1.11) D«=/,

where u is an ¿-valued /¿-current, / an i/00-valued, C00 (p + l)-form (p

< v — 1) in ß. Let us consider a spectral resolution of the operator A

(considered in H):

(1.12) A = fxdE(X).
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From it one easily derives that a compatibility condition for equation (1.11) is

(1.13) far o.e. X E a(A), the (p + \)-form eB{,'A)AEJis exact.

We observe that in case A is a selfadjoint extension of \DX\ on R", (1.13)

corresponds (by Fourier transformation, with respect to x) to the fact that

d,(eBMimu) = eBMémfíor a.e. £ in R„, i.e.: for a.e. £ in R„, the (p + 1)-

form eBMimf(£, t) is exact.

The set of forms/ G A^C^fß; Hx) satisfying (1.13) will be denoted by

X^C^&H'»).
It is the goal of the present work to complement (1.13) with conditions

bearing on the function B so as to obtain conditions which are necessary as

well as sufficient for the "global solvability" of (1.11).

We need the concept of adjoint of the system D. For u E AP6u'(ß; E), v

E tf-p-xC™(ü;E'),vJeset

(1.14) «D*'«,*» = (-«'«Hir-'-!»».

It is not hard to see that the operators D*^ (p = 0,..., v - 1) are defined

by

(1.15) D* = -d, + b(t,A)A A,

where b(t,X) is the complex conjugate of the form b(t,X).

We state now our fundamental hypothesis about the primitive B(t,X) or

rather about its "principal part".

Let

(1.16) B(t,X) = B0(t) + Bx(t)X~] + ■ • •.

For any real number r we write

(1.17) i!f = {(E ß; ReBQ(t) < r}.

The natural injection of ß,. into ß, gives rise to homomorphisms

(1.18) b,(0r) -^ b„(Q).

We also have the transpose homomorphisms (restriction of cohomology

classes):

(1.19) f/(ß) -£* b/(ßf).

We define the following "global" (ip) condition (see [2]).

Definition 1.1. We say that the system D has Property (\p), in dimension p

(0 < p < v — 1), in ß, if for every real number r,

(1.20) Ker ip = {0},   i.e. ip is injective,

or equivalently,
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(1.21) Im i* - ff(ür),    i.e. i* is surjective.

We observe that although Property (\p) is formulated in terms of the

particular primitive (1.10), it depends only on b.

We shall state now the main result of this paper:

Theorem 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent:

(I) The system D has Property (u^), in dimension p, in 8.

(II) Given any element f of %+x Cx(Q;Hco) there is an element u of

ApC0O(Q;H'x') solution of Du = fin 8.

(III) Given any element f of %+x C°°(Ü;H'X) there is an element u of

APGV(Ü;H-"') solution of Du = / in 8.

We thank François Trêves for teaching us the results of [2] and for

suggesting this problem to us.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is obvious that (II)=> (III).

(III)=> (I). We shall need the following lemmas: the first is a variant of a

classical lemma of L. Hörmander (see [2, Lemma II.2.1]).

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (III) holds. Then there is a constant C > 0 and an

integer m > 0 such that

(2.1) |«/,¿7»|<Csup   2    l|3,7||msup   2    l|o?(D*i/)IL
rEÍ2 |a|<m reu \a\<m

whenever f E %+l C00^;//00), v E A""'-1 C°°(a;H°°).

The scalar product « , )) is defined in (1.5); || ||m is the "Sobolev" norm of

order m, defined by A; D* is the adjoint of D (see (1.15)).

Lemma 2.2. Assume that for some real number r, b (8r) —»'' £) (8) is not

injective. Then there exist a real number r0 < r, a smooth (v — p — \)-form v0

and an exact (p + l)-formf0 such that

(2.2) suppig C ßv

(2.3) supp/0 n ßfo = 0,

(2.4) /0 v0 A f0 # 0.

Proof. According to the hypothesis of the lemma, there is a closed (v - p)-

form w0 E A"_/'Cc0C(ßr) which is not compactly exact in ßr but it is exact in

8; hence we may find v0 E K~p~x C°°(8) such that w0 = dv0. Choose r0 < r

in such a way that the support of w0 is contained in ßr . By a standard duality

argument, there exists a closed />form g E ApCcc(2r) such that

(2.5) /Q w0 A g * 0.

Let ? E C"(8r) be equal to one in a neighborhood of 8r. Using (2.5),

obtain
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o * fQdv0 a ¡¡g - (-ir'/a ^ a d(tg) = (-irpfQ v0 a /0

where /0 = ¿/(fg), and this proves the lemma.

We denote by x the characteristic function of the open unit interval in R,

by t a large positive number in a(A). Let hT be a unit vector in H such that

(2.6) ET+xhT = hT,       ET_xhT = 0,       tG a(A).

Now we set

(2.7) X = /x(X - r)e-B^dExhTf0 = e~B^AhTf0,

(2.8) vT = fX(X - r)eB^dExhTv0 = eB^AhTv0

where/0, v0 are given by Lemma 2.2.

Observe that/, vr are C00 forms in ß, with values in //°°, of degrees/» + 1

and v - p — 1, respectively. Since/0 is exact, we derive that

(2.9) f E ^ffc00^;//00).

Following the arguments of [2], we conclude that inequality (2.1) is not

verified for the pair of functions/.. vT, as t -» +00 in o(A).

(I)=> (II). By Whitney's theorem we may assume that ß C R2"+1, is an

embedding. Let ß C R2,,+1 be an (open) e-tubular neighborhood of ß (e > 0

small); we may think of ß as a "fiber space" over ß. Let t' = (f„+1,... ,^+1)

denote the "normal coordinates", in ß, to ß. For X E o(A), we denote by (see

(1.6))

(2.10) b(t,t',X) = 2 bj(t,X)dtj

the "expanded" C00 one-form in ß. We shall form the "expanded differential

operator" in ß,

(2.11) D = d(tn + b(t,t',A)A A,

and consider, for each p = 0, ..., 2v + 1, the "expanded" complex (observe

that b(t,t',X) satisfies (1.9)):

(2.12) D': APW(Q;E) ^ Ap+lW(Û;E),       D2"+1 = 0.

Let

(2.13) B(t,t',X) = B(t,X)

with B(t,X) as in (1.10), and write

(2.14) B(t,t',X) = B0(t,t') + Bx(t,t')X~x + ....
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For any real number r we set

(2.15) S, = {(*,/') E Ü;ReB0(t,t') < r).

We have the commutative diagram:

Í2.

(2.16) Î.
Sl-L -+  Í2

where i,j denote the natural injection and m the "fiber projection". This gives

rise to a commutative diagram for the induced homomorphisms of the

homology groups, where vertical arrows are isomorphisms:

(2.17)

£p(«r)

- $P(Í2)

&(ñ)

Condition (I) implies that

(2.18) K.etjp = {0},   i.e.jp is infective (0 <p < v- 1).

Given/ E <Sg+1 C°°(8; Hx) consider the "expanded" equation

(2.19) D« = /

where/is the //"-valued C00 (p + l)-form in 8 obtained from/by making it

"constant along the fibers". It is easy to verify that

(2.20) /
<$>?+lCx(Û;H°°).

Condition (2.18) implies that the relative solvability condition (up) (see [2,

Definition II.1.1]) is satisfied, in dimension p, in 8, if we take the open set 6'

appearing in that definition to be a tubular subneighborhood of 8. The proof

of Theorem II. 1.2 of [2] (or rather an abstract version of it) implies that (2.19)

can be solved in relatively compact open subsets 6" of 0'. Moreover the

solution« E ApC0O(e";H'x'). If we take 0" D 8 and restrict m to 8, we obtain

a solution of the original equation Dm = /, with u E ApC°°(ti; Hx).   Q.E.D.

Remark 2.1. A modification of the techniques used in the proof of

Theorem II. 1.2 in [2], where cubes are replaced by suitable triangulations of

8, can be applied to give an "intrinsic" proof of (I) => (II).

Remark 2.2. In case p = 0, a formula for a solution u E C^ÍB;//00) of

Dm = / is given by
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(2.21) u(t) = ♦£' /     e^'Xt-^'MdEjis) ds

where'fi indicates a curvilinear integral taken along any path joining c with t,

c being a point where the real part of B0(t) is minimum. For a discussion of

formula (2.21) see [3].
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